
Provins rugby club Médi'ovales 2018

1.Informations

At your arrival:  meeting point in "Pavillon des sports" situated between the stage and the
gymnasium of Provins from 9 am to 10 am.

changing room  :  we  shall  give  you  a  changing  room situated  at  the  stadium,  the
gymnasium or at the collége.  Rugby shoes are not allowed inside the gymasium.

You will have a key of  your changing room.  We shall  not be responsible of possibles robbery in
changing rooms. Please don't forget to return the keys at the end of the tounament.

Rugby License.
Please, prepare a list of your players with  : name, number in shirt, rugby license details. Of course ,
rugby license is obligatory. This list and the licenses must be presented on Saturday morning to the
organization.  the organization and referees can check it anytime during the tournament.

Parade :
start at  10: 30 am  exactly.  For this parade, You can bring the flags of your country, the banners of 
your club, balloons to your colors, disguises, hats which you wish.
The teams will appear one after the other on the  steps of the city hall.

meals :
All the meals (Saturday lunch, Saturday dinner and Sunday lunch) in the collége Sainte-Croix situated 
in 300 meters of the stadium. Rugby shoes are not allowed inside. The children stay under the 
responsibility of the teams leaders.
The meal has to be fast because other teams wait. We ask you to clear your tray meal.
Teams who resume the competition in the first one after the meal will be priority .. 
The access to the restaurant is made with ticket. We give you all tickets at your arrival. The number of 
ticket corresponds to your reservation.
 
Around pitchs :
  foods and drinks stand  Provins rugby shop Infirmary

 

Pitchs :
two pitchs (one synthetic, one in grass).

saturday evening party :
Musical animation and shows around the podium at the stadium.
or in the gymnasium depending weather conditions.



TOURNAMENT RULES

Meeting with oragnization, referees ans coatches at the podium saturday 1 : 30 pm and sunday 9 :
30 am. 

Article 1  - tournament in two fields. 

Article 2 – 8 to 10 teams in (U14 - U13)  and 8 to 10 in ( U16 –U15 ) 

Article  3
The teams are distributed in 2 pools. 
A ranking is established at the end of the pool,
Both first one play a semi-final, finale or play off game for third place, others teams play play off 
games from 4th to 8th or 10th rank,.
time of play : pools and play-off game between 2*4 minutes and 2*6                     

          semi-final and finales, between 2*5 and 2*7.
          =>Time of game will be adapted according to the number of team.

The duration of the matches can be modified by the organization according to the events, without 
possibility of complaint.

Article 4 – half time = 3 minutes. If a team must play twos consecutives matches, she must respect a 
stop of 10 minutes. 

Article 5.   rules of ranking   

1 -pools :
 win 2 pts, deuce 1 pt , lost 0 pt.

no extra time in the tournament. 
To decide between the equally placed we shall take into account :
1. Number of exclusion
2. direct result between the teams ex eaquo (victory and defeat)
3. number of try scored in the pool
4. number of try conseded in the pool
5. drawing lots

2.semi-final and the final
To decide between the equally placed we shall take into account
1. number of player excluded in the match
2. number of player excluded in the tournament
3. number of try scored in the match
4. number of try scored in the tournament
5. one serial of 3 drop kick in the 22 m ligne in front of posts by 3 differents players 
6. drawing lots

Article 6 – Referees are members of CIFR committee. (French rugby union)

Article 7 - special rules for youngs teams

U14: scrum : Push authorized until one team win the ball. number nine can follow the ball 
lineout : no lift. 
excluded player must be replaced (always the same number of players in each team)
U16 scrum : Push authorized until one team win the ball. number nine can follow the ball 
lineout : lift allowed.

Article 8 – penalty shot and transformation in drop kick.

Article 9 – The not present teams at the time of a match, indicated on the program will be
considered as loser by a score of 20 - 00.



Awards.

each teams will receive a trophy. 

Special awards will be give for the "fair play" challenge for the team with the best behavior on and
outside  the pitsh.

special awards for the 3 best players of the tournament in U14 and in U16.
The jury consists of leaders of Provins and referees.


